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Abstract 

Change-point detection aims to reveal sudden changes in sequences of data. 

Special attention has been paid to the detection of abrupt level shifts, and 

applications of such techniques can be found in a great variety of fields, such as 

monitoring of climate change, examination of gene expressions and quality 

control in the manufacturing industry. In this work, we compared the 

performance of two methods representing frequentist and Bayesian approaches, 

respectively. The frequentist approach involved a preliminary search for level 

shifts using a tree algorithm followed by a dynamic programming algorithm for 

optimizing the locations and sizes of the level shifts. The Bayesian approach 

involved an MCMC (Markov chain Monte Carlo) implementation of a method 

originally proposed by Barry and Hartigan. The two approaches were 

implemented in R and extensive simulations were carried out to assess both 

their computational efficiency and ability to detect abrupt level shifts. Our 

study showed that the overall performance regarding the estimated location and 

size of change-points was comparable for the Bayesian and frequentist 

approach. However, the Bayesian approach performed better when the number 

of change-points was small; whereas the frequentist became stronger when the 

change-point proportion increased. The latter method was also better at 

detecting simultaneous change-points in vector time series. Theoretically, the 

Bayesian approach has a lower computational complexity than the frequentist 

approach, but suitable settings for the combined tree and dynamic 

programming can greatly reduce the processing time. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Change-point detection aims to reveal sudden changes in sequences of data. 

The origin of this field can be traced back to quality control in the 

manufacturing industry and the introduction of control charts. In 1924, 

Shewhart stated that the product quality in manufacturing processes can be 

assumed to follow a normal distribution and that the variation has become 

uncontrolled if the collected data violate the assumption of normality for the 

whole sample. 

Now more and more research on change-point detection comes from the 

biomedical field, and substantial efforts are made to find relations between 

molecular genetic alteration and progression of various kinds of diseases like 

cancer. Array comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) is a relatively new yet 

powerful tool for measuring such regional chromosomal changes in tumor 

DNA. And as the resolution of array CGH has been greatly improved in the 

past years, there is a great need for computationally efficient algorithms for 

change-point detection (Lai. et. al., 2005). 

In environmental science, especially climatology, retrospective analysis of long 

series of instrumental data plays a crucial role. However, artificial level shifts 

caused by changes in instrumentation or relocation of sampling sites are quite 

common and need to be removed to enable correct interpretations of temporal 

trends. Therefore efforts have been made to develop appropriate models and 

algorithms for the detection and correction of artificial level shifts (Caussinus 

and Mestre, 2004). Also, considering that most environmental and climate data 

series involve short or long-term variation, such as trend and seasonal patterns, 

detection of change-points in environmental and climatology data is normally 

treated differently compared to the biomedical domain.  
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For both the cited and several not yet mentioned applications, the change-point 

problem has been extensively studied. The most widespread models involve a 

partitioning of the given data into homogeneous blocks, and the analysis aims 

to estimate both the number of blocks and the mean response in each block. 

Generally, such models vary in the functional design and distributional 

assumptions (Lai. et. al., 2005). 

The first well-known Bayesian analysis of the change-point problem was 

conducted by Chernoff and Zacks (1964), who assumed that the shift in block 

mean to be a normally distributed increment with constant variance N(µi,σ0
2) 

and a Markov model was formulated. This work was followed by Yao (1984) 

who proposed a product partition model in which the new block mean value 

after a change is normally distributed with constant variance and mean 

estimated with maximum likelihood.  Barry and Hartigan (1993) use product 

partition models, in which the probability of a partition is a product of prior 

cohesions, and therefore give independent prior distributions of parameters for 

different blocks. Perreault and co-workers (2000) also proposed a Bayesian 

approach for finding a simultaneous shift in the mean vector of multivariate 

normal series. 

Besides Bayesian approaches, a number of frequentist approaches have also 

been developed mainly with the usage of maximum likelihood statistics. Sen 

and Srivastava (1975) introduced a binary segmentation method, in which 

observations are assumed to be normally distributed with constant variance and 

different means before and after a single change. This method was further 

developed by Srivastava and Worsley (1986) who extended it to a single 

change in the mean vector of multivariate series. Yao (1988) also suggested 

selecting the partition by maximizing Schwarz criterion, a penalized likelihood 

function. Hawkins (1977, 2001) followed the segmentation method and further 

extended the problem to multiple change-points, in which a dynamic 

programming algorithm was developed and implemented. Caussinus and 
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Mestre (2004) extended the solution to an unknown number of changes in the 

mean vector of multivariate time series. 

Having many change-point detection algorithms available at hand, which are 

mainly based on the mentioned two different types of statistical inference, it is 

of great interest to compare their performance and show individual 

characteristics. 

1.2 Objective 

In this work, we will review and compare classical frequentist and Bayesian 

approaches to the change-point detection problem. Two algorithms 

representing these major types of approaches are implemented in R, and their 

performance is examined through simulation. Moreover, possible directions of 

improvement are discussed. 
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2 Methods 

2.1 Bayesian approach 

In this work, we chose the before mentioned approach originally proposed by 

Barry and Hartigan (1993) as the representative of Bayesian approach, which 

has been shown to perform better (or at least not worse) than other existing 

Bayesian approaches. In the product partition model they considered there is an 

unknown partition, ρ, of a set into contiguous blocks such that the means are 

equal within blocks. The model assumes that observations are independent 

N(µi ,σ2), and that the probability of a change-point at a position i is p, 

independent of i. The prior distribution of µij (the mean of the block beginning 

at position i+1 and ending at position j) is chosen as N(µ0,σ
2

0 /(j−i)), where µ0 

and σ0 are the sample mean and standard deviation respectively. In this way the 

method gives higher probability to small departures from µ0 in larger blocks 

than it does in small blocks; small departures can be identified if they persist 

for a long time. (Barry and Hartigan, 1993) 

Then the density of the observations Xij for a given block ij is  
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where p0 and w0 are preselected numbers in [0, 1] and b is the number of blocks 

in the partition. With these prior settings we have that 
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The R package bcp implemented by Erdman and Emerson (2008) used an 

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approximation which reduced the 

computational complexity of the Bayesian procedure to O(n), and carried out 

the estimation as the following. 

In each pass the algorithm begins with the partition ρ=(U1,U2,...,Un), where n is 

the number of observations and Ui =1 indicates a change-point at position i+1; 

Ui are initialized to 0 for all i<n, with Un ≡1. In each step of the Markov chain, 

at each position i, a value of Ui is drawn from the conditional distribution of Ui 

given the data and the current partition. Given that, b blocks would be obtained 

if Ui =0, conditional on Uj , for i≠j. The transition probability, p, the conditional 

probability of a change at the position i+1, is obtained from the simplified ratio 

(odds) presented in Barry and Hartigan (1993): 
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Where W0, B0, W1 and B1 are the within and between block sums of squares 

obtained when Ui =0 and Ui =1 respectively. The tuning parameters p0 and w0 

are both set to the default value 0.2, which has been found to work well (Barry 

and Hartigan, 1993; Yao, 1984). After each iteration posterior means are 

updated conditional on the current partition through (4). At the end of M passes, 

the average of the M estimates of µi and pi is returned as an approximation to 

the posterior mean of µi and pi given X (Erdman and Emerson, 2008). 

2.2 Frequentist approach 

Among many frequentist approaches, here we would use a newly developed 

algorithm proposed by Grimvall and Sirisack (2009), which is a hybrid 

procedure combining a modified tree method with an adapted dynamic 

programming algorithm described by Hawkins (2001), and the algorithm could 

be regarded as a multivariate extension of the procedure proposed by Gey and 

Lebarbier (2008). The idea is to use the binary segmentation procedure to 

produce the initial segments and use these segments as candidate solutions. 

Even though a full dynamic programming solution is possible, this hybrid 

procedure would lead to a considerable reduction of computational complexity, 

when the data series is relatively long and computational burden becomes a 

concern. At the same time with the help of dynamic programming at the second 

stage accuracy would not be affected too much due to the data reduction at the 

first binary segmentation stage.  

In this work the algorithm has been converted to the R package tcp, for which 

the major steps are the following, 

1. In the initial segmentation or the tree step, given a set of random 

variables { }ijY  defined on an integer grid ( ){ }mjniji ££££=W 1;1:, , 

where Yij is the response value of variable j at time stamp i, a partition 

{ }rRRRP ...,,, 21=  would divide W  into rectangular subsets. A cost 
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d) Select the final partition for each row Bjsba which minimize 

),( maxKmC  as output blocks. 

The exact computational procedure in stage 2 is given in appendix 7.1. 

2.2.1 tcp package description 

The R package tcp consists of a main function tcp() and one method plot(), and 

the tcp() requires following parameters: 

inputdata: a n´3 data matrix, in which column 1 contains series name identifier, 

column 2 contains time stamp for each observations, and column 3 is where 
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observation values are stored and missing value taking the form of NA are 

allowed. 

nblocks: A user specified parameter of how many blocks (number of changes 

plus the number of vectors) are expected. Default value is 100, and it should be 

at least the number of vectors plus 1. 

maxnregions: Number of rectangle regions that would be produced after 

iterative binary splits in the 2-dimensional tree segmentation. Default value is 

200, and it should be at least the number of vectors plus 1. A suitable scale of 

maxnregions should be around 5´nblocks. 

After passing data, function tcp() returns an object containing following block 

statistics: 

Series: Series name identifier of each block 

Blocks: The nth block in each series 

Startyear: The start position of each block 

Endyear: The end position of each block 

No.obs: Number of observations contained in each block 

Block mean: The mean value of each block 

SSE: Square sum of errors of each block 

plot.tcp() is  a generic method for plotting change-points in multivariate time 

series. In such a plot, series would be presented as parallel connected bands 

without exact observation values, and the location for each change would be 

shown at the corresponding position. Additionally a numeric vector containing 

information about the relative confidence or prediction power for each change 

location could be given by the user probably from result derived using another 

package. In the plot the mark for each change could be varied in the thickness 

and color depth with respect to the exact value ranking in the vector. Examples 

could be found in Figures 10 and 12. 
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3 Evaluation 

The evaluation of the relative performance of these two approaches could be 

somehow complex due to several reasons. As the two methods are based on 

different types of theoretical framework, the objectives are different in the first 

place. The Bayesian approach is designed to find the probability of a change 

occurred at each location in a univariate series, while the segmentation tree 

method is more concentrated on partitioning the grid data with respect to the 

cost function and returns only the final partition as the optimal solution to the 

minimization of the cost function.  

The second difficulty is common for all kinds of algorithms comparisons, and 

lies in that different models always have their own parameter settings. 

Currently the segmentation tree procedure requires two parameters, 

maxnregions (maximum number of rectangle regions that would be produced 

as candidates) and nblocks (maximum number of blocks that would be 

returned), while in the Bayesian application the default tuning parameters work 

well in most situations. Therefore consideration has to be taken in order to have 

the two approaches equally tuned and comparable. 

3.1 Simulation method 

In order to make a fair comparison, we would use the two packages in the 

following fashion:  

For the use of bcp package, since we do not expect simultaneous changes in all 

variables and the mean levels of different variables are normally different, the 

multivariate series could be simply split into m univariate series and treated 

piecewise. Then by ranking the posterior probabilities among all variables, we 

retain the top N positions as the predicted change-points. By feeding the same 

information to the tcp package, we set nblocks to the corresponding number of 

blocks N+m (a series would form one block if no change is found within it and 

one level shift would give one more block). As a result it would also give N 

positions. However for the other parameter maxnregions two levels, 100 and 
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200, are tested separately in some scenarios in order to show the parameter 

effect and the default value 200 is used in other situations. For bcp, the default 

settings have been used all along. 

With the aim of covering more interesting aspects of these two packages, four 

scenarios have been generated to explore the overall performance and some 

particular features of these two methods. In all subsequent experiments, a 

multivariate data series N (0, σ2I) in 10 dimensions with length 100 is first 

generated, in which each row vector represent a variable of interest, then some 

locations are randomly chosen and for each location one change is 

implemented with random type (pulse, an abrupt change in a single location; or 

shift, a change persisted from the chosen location until the end of the series) 

and sign (an increase or decrease). For scenario 1 to 3, 10 different change 

sizes are tested in the form of 10 levels of signal-to-noise ratio (often 

abbreviated SNR or S/N), which is a measurement quantifying how much a 

signal has been corrupted by noise. A common definition of SNR is the ratio of 

mean to standard deviation of a signal or measurement: SNR=µ/σ, where µ is 

the signal mean and σ is the standard deviation of the noise.  

We consider the simulation as a classification task, in which the two classes are 

change-point and non-change-point. We make 10 runs for each parameter 

combination and summarize the precision by the total number of true positives 

(changes correctly identified) divided by the total number of positives (changes 

implemented). We are also  interested in the goodness of fit of these two 

models, therefore the sum of absolute errors and sum of squared errors are 

calculated and the totals after these 10 runs are returned for comparison. 

Scenario 1: 

In this case, we are interested in the overall performance of both methods, 

therefore in each run the same number of change locations are randomly 

chosen within each row variable, and in all 10 different numbers (1 to 10) of 
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changes per series are evaluated, which means there are totally 10(number of 

changes per series)´10(SNR level) different settings in scenario 1. 

Scenario 2: 

After the first scenario, we should have some information about the effect of 

number of changes per series. We then implement a certain number of change-

points for which both methods have similar performance, and this time we set 

them to be simultaneous among all row variables, to see if there are any 

differences in the performance. 

Scenario 3: 

In this case, we are trying to investigate if the location of change in the series 

could have an impact on the performance of both methods. So we divide the 

series into 10 intervals as [1+(i-1)´10, i´10,], i=1,2,…10, then for each row 

variable one location is chosen within the selected interval i, Thus in all 10 

different intervals i (1 to 10) are evaluated, which means that for scenario 2 

there are totally 10(change location groups)´10(SNR level) different settings. 

Scenario 4: 

We design this experiment in order to show the difference in detection 

mechanism between the two methods. We implement a certain number of 

change-points in a fixed interval with different signal strength for each change; 

therefore we could have a rank for each change according to its signal strength. 

The selection of the number and location of change-points would take into 

account the results from scenario 1 and 3 in order to leave both methods with 

similar performance. The objective is to find out in what kind of order the two 

methods could find these changes. 

3.2 Simulation results 

In the first scenario, for SNR level i, we summarize the overall precision by 

taking the average of 10 choices of number of changes, Pi=∑Pij/10, sum of 
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square error as SSEi=∑SSEij and sum of absolute error as SAEi=∑SAEij, 

j=1,2,,,10(number of changes per series) 

Table 1: simulation result in scenario 1 
SNR tcp 

Precision 
bcp 
Precision 

tcp SSE bcp SSE tcp SAE bcp SAE 

10 0.9642454 0.9663285 88469.49 86360.97 73672.11 73043.56 
9 0.9635624 0.9647957 109249.60 106397.61 81613.83 80918.92 
8 0.9617429 0.9673204 140767.46 135476.46 92520.03 91320.75 
7 0.9389983 0.9511025 183500.86 176199.38 105307.09 104276.69 
6 0.9205842 0.902835 250131.74 257223.27 122728.78 124595.11 
5 0.8476061 0.7968393 363251.03 407611.58 147697.13 155705.27 
4 0.7274253 0.6471401 551282.52 669710.68 182556.05 198813.50 
3 0.5441558 0.4934427 924943.57 1134182.72 238474.13 262492.45 
2 0.3362937 0.3620065 1996757.91 2347001.12 353381.12 383906.77 
1 0.1389491 0.2030006 7933523.24 8876666.99 707581.45 754572.47 
 

 
Figure 1: comparison of overall precision under different SNR levels in 
scenario 1 
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Figure 2 comparison of model fit under different SNR levels in scenario 1 

Clearly we could observe in Figure 1 that both methods achieve similar overall 

precision, and perform sufficiently well when SNR is greater than 5. bcp works 

slightly better in extreme cases when the data is highly noisy (SNR<=2) or the 

signal is strong enough (SNR>=7), while tcp shows some advantage when 

moderate level of noise exists (3<=SNR<=6). However in Table 1 and Figure 2 

a noteworthy difference could be found in the measures of model fit, tcp gives 

lower sums of errors than bcp when SNR is small (SNR<=6), while for higher 

SNR bcp could give a better model fit. 

 
Figure 3: comparison of precision under different SNR levels in scenario 1 

Also for each SNR level (1 to 10), we make plots of Pij versus the number of 

changes per series, in Figure 3, we could observe a descending trend as the 
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number of changes per series increases , and much clearer when SNR is higher 

than 5. While concerning about model fit, for tcp the sum of errors would 

always decrease when the number of changes per series increases, while for 

bcp this is only true for SNR level higher than 6, in Figure 4 there are some 

examples of such differences.  

 
Figure 4: comparison of model fit under different SNR levels in scenario 1 

Then, we are also interested in the effect of number of changes per series, so 

for number of changes per series j, we summarize the overall precision and 

model fit with respect to j by taking the average over the 10 SNR levels 

Pj=∑Pij/10, the sum of squared errors as SSEj=∑SSEij and the sum of absolute 

errors as SAEj=∑SAEij, for i=1,2,,,10(SNR level) 

Table 2: simulation result 2 in scenario 1 
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Number of 
changes 
per series 

tcp 
precision 

bcp 
precision 

tcp SSE bcp SSE tcp SAE bcp SAE 

10 0.7146939 0.7152426 1175460 1451928 199476.3 224388.3 
9 0.7374668 0.7281616 1181596 1424687 201389.5 222302.5 
8 0.7211086 0.7143150 1136237 1394092 201283.8 221909.7 
7 0.7445067 0.7323367 1182501 1436272 204637.7 223194.4 
6 0.7503851 0.7302050 1198263 1440088 206426.8 223105.1 
5 0.7462761 0.7253489 1277649 1440724 212867.7 224037.9 
4 0.7404049 0.7274732 1280625 1407683 214785.5 223340.0 
3 0.7406136 0.7263109 1313888 1400251 217358.6 222418.5 
2 0.7241316 0.7320575 1350282 1392763 221155.7 222553.2 
1 0.7239762 0.7233599 1445376 1408343 226150.3 222395.9 

 
Figure 5: comparison of overall precision under different numbers of changes 
per series in scenario 1 
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Figure 6: comparison of model fit under different numbers of changes per 
series in scenario 1 

It is shown in Figure 5 and Table 2 that bcp has higher precision only when the 

number of changes per series is below 2, when larger than 2 tcp shows 

advantage of higher precision. Concerning model fit, in Figure 6 it is clear that 

with tcp, when the number of changes per series is above 2, the sums of 

squared errors are always lower than with bcp. Further, with tcp these sums 

also decrease when the number of changes increases, while with bcp they vary 

around at a rather constant level. 

In the second scenario, we only set one location to be the change position and 

used it for all subseries to make the change-points simultaneous. In Table 3 and 

Figure 7, we find that tcp outperforms bcp in precision for all SNR levels, 

while with bcp we could always achieve lower sums of errors. Further, it can 

be noticed that with larger maxnregions the results do not necessarily improve 

when simultaneous changes exists. 
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Table 3: simulation result in scenario 2 
SNR tcp precision 

maxnregions=100 
tcp precision 
maxnregions=200 

bcp 
precision 

10 1 1 1 
9 1 1 1 
8 1 1 1 
7 0.9937500 0.9937500 0.98125000 
6 0.9764706 0.9647059 0.91176471 
5 0.9000000 0.8875000 0.77500000 
4 0.8846154 0.8769231 0.76923077 
3 0.6200000 0.5933333 0.45333333 
2 0.4600000 0.4266667 0.27333333 
1 0.1235294 0.1000000 0.05294118 

  
SNR tcp SSE 

maxnregions=100 
tcp SSE 
maxnregions=200 

bcp SSE 

10 9636.832 9636.832 8998.007 
9 12071.072 12071.072 11047.438 
8 15116.928 15116.928 14041.074 
7 19719.837 19719.837 17987.095 
6 27491.641 27482.758 24586.094 
5 38938.444 38899.231 35598.695 
4 62507.214 62403.341 60407.508 
3 107672.721 107157.986 105318.656 
2 236710.055 234657.938 230297.612 
1 919179.373 908529.626 892853.141 

 
SNR tcp SAE 

maxnregions=100 
tcp SAE 
maxnregions=200 

bcp SAE 

10 7780.074 7780.074 7559.414 
9 8746.742 8746.742 8434.135 
8 9769.408 9769.408 9452.781 
7 11219.691 11219.691 10789.421 
6 13215.118 13214.861 12580.820 
5 15683.646 15673.222 15012.274 
4 19970.661 19954.719 19611.846 
3 26148.978 26068.997 25822.330 
2 38918.565 38779.623 38422.695 
1 76363.439 75901.112 75407.656 
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Figure 7: comparisons of overall precision and model fit under different SNR 
levels in scenario 2 

In the third scenario, for change location group k, we summarize the overall 

precision by taking the average over the 10 SNR levels Pk=∑Pik/10, the sum of 
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squared errors as SSEk=∑SSEik and sum of absolute errors as SAEk=∑SAEik, for 

i=1,2,,,10 (SNR level). For tcp results are obtained for two levels (100 and 200) 

of maxnregions. 

Table 4: simulation results in scenario 3 
location 
group 

tcp precision 
maxnregions=100 

tcp precision 
maxnregions=200 

bcp 
precision 

10 0.7314046 0.7398756 0.7408124 
9 0.7173495 0.7416873 0.7329079 
8 0.6955745 0.7186249 0.7242749 
7 0.7093466 0.7254620 0.7319507 
6 0.7001750 0.7201316 0.7294192 
5 0.6897472 0.7229155 0.7381012 
4 0.6955891 0.7195157 0.7282045 
3 0.6702147 0.7286440 0.7250602 
2 0.6835995 0.7180808 0.7151569 
1 0.7036651 0.7312954 0.7148983 

 
location 
group 

tcp SSE 
maxnregions=100 

tcp SSE 
maxnregions=200 

bcp SSE 

10 1456202 1444140 1378831 
9 1452969 1435039 1364230 
8 1448965 1435945 1384905 
7 1464280 1434358 1381784 
6 1446696 1432967 1378099 
5 1459782 1437011 1384944 
4 1470423 1443568 1406084 
3 1471142 1427447 1386856 
2 1461771 1433044 1394436 
1 1444622 1424108 1418155 

 
location 
group 

tcp SAE 
maxnregions=100 

tcp SAE 
maxnregions=200 

bcp SAE 

10 227438.2 226704.8 220472.2 
9 227077.3 226184.9 220521.2 
8 227302.7 226643.9 221916.8 
7 228037.0 226654.6 222009.9 
6 227417.8 226768.6 222097.6 
5 227456.1 226372.4 222072.8 
4 228666.5 227430.3 223610.3 
3 228267.5 226180.3 222338.6 
2 228026.0 226849.3 222132.3 
1 227233.5 226079.5 222769.0 
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Figure 8: comparisons of overall precision and model fit for different change 

locations in scenario 2 
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From Table 4 and Figure 8, we observe that when the change-point occurs in 

the middle of the series (positions 30-80), bcp could show a little advantage 

and gain a slightly higher precision, while tcp could achieve a higher precision 

at both ends of the series, especially at the beginning. Concerning the 

parameter effect in tcp, clearly with larger value of maxnregions we could 

always achieve a higher precision and lower sum of squared errors when the 

changes are not simultaneous. The difference in model fit is consistent with 

scenario 1: when there is only one change-point per series bcp gives lower sum 

of squared errors. 

In scenario 4, we implement one change in each series in each of the position 

intervals [10, 30] and [70, 90] respectively. The signal size varies from 3 to 12 

while the variance of each series is 1. Then by ranking the posterior probability 

in bcp output and sequentially feeding corresponding nblocks parameters in tcp, 

we derived below Table 5 showing the order of detection for these 10 changes. 

Generally tcp finds these changes with respect to the order of signal strength, 

while the posterior probability in the bcp output is not directly correlated to the 

signal strength. 

Table 5: simulation result in scenario 4 
 tcp bcp 
Rank Size In series Size In series 
1 11 7 10 1 
2 12 10 11 7 
3 9 4 5 2 
4 10 1 7 6 
5 8 8 9 4 
6 7 6 8 8 
7 6 3 6 3 
8 5 2 12 10 
9 4 5 3 9 
10 3 9 4 5 
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3.3 Case study of air temperature data of the Bornholm Basin 

The air temperature data of the Bornholm Basin is part of the research project 

BALTEX Assessment of Climate Change for the Baltic Sea Basin (BACC) , in 

which an important element is to compare with the historical temperature data 

(until about 1800) to provide a framework for the severity and unusualness of  

change-points. 

The data itself contains daily air temperatures in centigrades, from January 1, 

1800 until December 29, 2008. During this period there is a confirmed change 

in the data collection method that occurred after 1959, when satellite images 

have been used to facilitate the estimation of air temperature. Before analysis, 

the data is reformatted to monthly average data, by taking the average of daily 

temperatures within each month, and further categorized into 12 annual series 

by different months. In this way we created a 12-dimensional time series data 

of length 209. Individual time series plots for each month are available in 

appendix 7.2, from which we could see that the data is quite noisy. 

 
Figure 9: annual average air temperatures 
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We also transformed the original data into annual data in a similar fashion, and 

then a time series plot was made in Figure 9 to give an overall impression about 

the data. Out of our suspicion of an induced level shift due to the introduction 

of satellite images, there could be at least one change per series. Visual 

inspection in the annual data also shows a big drop around 1942 and an 

increasing trend after 1900 which become quite strong after 1990. Therefore 

we could first assume there are 2 level shifts and one pulse in each series, 

which would lead to a total of 48 change-points and 60 blocks produced on the 

integer grid. 

 
Figure 10: top 48 positions predicted in tcp (left) and bcp (right) 

After feeding the monthly data to the two packages, in Figure 10, we could find 

that both methods detect the big drop around 1942 in six of the months 

(December, January, February, March, April and May) representing spring and 

winter. Such a drop is in accordance with the well known extremely cold 

winter in 1941, when a new record for the lowest temperature of the year in 

Sweden was noted. On December 13th, 1941 on a plain alcohol thermometer at 

Malgoviks primary school, Laxbaecken, Vaesterbotton lan, a very low 

temperature had been recorded, which was assumed as minus 53°C on a 

common thermometer (Arnd Bernaerts, 2005). Furthermore, both packages 

detect the upward trend around 1990, and agree in that this increase came 
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earlier (around 1988) for the cold seasons (January to May), and later (around 

2000) for the warmer seasons (August to November). A noteworthy difference 

is that bcp shows no significant change in June and July, which include the 

summer solstice (June 21) when the longest hours of daylight in the northern 

hemisphere presents. 

Except for one change around 1953 in three of the months (March, April and 

May), we could hardly find any evidence to support our suspicion towards the 

induced level shift around 1959. Or, we could say even if such a level shift 

existed, it is not that significant comparing to other nature phenomena. 

Concerning the computational time, tcp took 4 seconds with default 

maxnregions (200) and a smaller value of nblocks (60), while the piecewise 

usage of bcp took 12 seconds to finish. Moreover from the bcp output we could 

find that only 8 positions that have a posterior probability higher than 50% and 

22 positions where it is higher than 30%. Details of the output can be found in 

appendix 7.3 

 
Figure 11: scree plot of penalized likelihood statistics versus number of blocks 
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Considering that the initial result did not give support to our suspicion of the 

artificial level shift, now for the second run we adjusted our expectation about 

the number of changes to one pulse representing the big drop of temperature 

around 1942 for the mentioned six months (December, January, February, 

March, April and May) and one level shift in all months representing the 

increasing trend, which would make 24 change-points and 36 blocks on the 

integer grid. With these new parameter settings, in Figure 12, we could observe 

that generally both packages still agree with each other in finding the 

increasing trend, but show differences about the big drop around 1942, tcp 

retains the three winter months to be more significant, while bcp has more 

confidence in April and May. 

 
Figure 12: top 24 positions predicted in tcp (left) and bcp (right) 
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4 Discussion 

From the last section, we could see that the Bayesian approach and the 

frequentist approach have similar overall performance concerning the estimated 

location and size of change-points, in those situations with moderate levels of 

noise. With default settings in both packages, generally bcp performs better 

when the number of change-points account for a quite small proportion of the 

data; whereas, tcp regain its advantage over bcp when this proportion increases. 

Also, the simulation result shows there is a potential superiority for the 

Bayesian approach when the change-point exists close to the middle of the 

sequence. This was found to be consistent with the result of comparison shown 

in Sen and Srivastava (1975), in which they compared the power of the 

likelihood statistics with Bayesian statistics for testing a single shift in the 

univariate normal mean through simulations. For the model fit, considering the 

frequentist approach of fitting more blocks on a fix size grid and estimating the 

observation value with block mean, it will always give a better model fit when 

the number of changes increases. For the Bayesian approach, the estimated 

value is a combination of block mean and sample mean, adjusted by w (the 

ratio of signal to error variance). Such estimation would always keep the 

posterior mean more close to the observation value, which would produce a 

lower sum of error comparing to the frequentist approach when only a few 

change-points exist. 

Concerning computational burden, the hybrid frequentist approach consists of 

two stages, a segmentation tree step of preprocessing to produce candidate 

regions and a second step dynamic programming to find the optimal solution, 

which has a computational complexity of O(n) and O(n2) respectively. Even 

though the tree step is fast, one flaw is that the true change-point may not 

necessarily be hierarchic. So the tree procedure itself is a tradeoff between 

accuracy and speed (Gey and Lebarbier, 2008). Some suggestions of 

refinement for hierarchic binary splitting have been made to make this fast 

procedure trustworthy, like the adjustment proposed by Hawkins (1976) in 
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which a remerging step of similar subsequences is added.  In our case, to 

remove the false positives, the dynamic programming procedure is then 

performed in the second stage on the candidate segment level. It could be seen 

from the case study that even the complexity of the frequentist approach is 

higher than the O(n) implementation of the Bayesian approach, the 

computational time is actually less than the Bayesian approach. This could be 

explained by a relatively short series and a well chosen maxnregions. Therefore 

the difference in computational complexity does not necessarily mean that the 

frequentist approach is slower. On the other hand, without the tree step, a full 

dynamic programming solution with higher accuracy is possible. But it may 

only be operable on a relatively small-sized dataset. More importantly, besides 

the speed gain, another reason of using a tree algorithm in the first step is that it 

allows us to detect simultaneous changes.  

There are also differences in the requirement and usage of prior information. 

For the Bayesian approach, as it has been addressed in Barry and Hartigan 

(1993) (following Yao (1984)) they used the constant 0.2 in the prior for p, the 

probability of a change-point at any position. However such a suggestion of a 

flat prior is subjectively based on simulations and experimental results. Even so, 

their assumption is rational enough: “In practical problems we expect to 

estimate p to be quite a bit less than this, because we do not want to see a 

change every five observations” (Barry and Hartigan, 1993). This could be 

considered as prior information even if it is not generally true for all possible 

scenarios. There is also a similar design for the prior of w: “we don’t identify 

an observation as an outlier unless it is at least two standard deviations from the 

neighboring segment means” (Barry and Hartigan, 1993).  

Unlike the Bayesian method, though we know that those returned positions 

carrying the strongest change signal as shown in simulation scenario 4, the 

prediction power for each returned position in tcp cannot be easily measured. 

Then it would be problematic to use tcp when there is no prior knowledge 

about the suspected number of changes or when visual inspection for change-
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point positions could not be easily performed. As a result, a relatively larger 

number of nblocks needs to be applied, together with an even larger 

maxnregions, causing a waste of computation effort for those inevitable false 

positives. Moreover, such false positives are also hard to distinguish from the 

true ones, which makes the approach requiring more prior knowledge and 

individual judgment in the parameters settings.  

Knowing the parameter effect in tcp, it would be better if we could relax the 

requirement of an accurately selected number of blocks. Considering that the 

maximum likelihood statistics is not supported by formal tests for the problem 

with an unknown number of change-points, the number of change-points 

cannot be decided formally in the frequentist approach. But instead, an elbow 

position in the scree plot of penalized likelihood statistics versus number of 

blocks k could be a reasonably good visual indicator (Hawkins, 2001). For 

instance, Figure 11 shows that a number of blocks around 30 could be a good 

choice, but this would require extra calculation with a larger nblocks value. 

Numerically, a profile likelihood method of automatic selection of number of 

blocks as shown in Zhu and Ghodsi (2006) may be useful. But it still requires 

extra calculations for those numbers of blocks larger than the optimum selected. 

Another alternative procedure described in Lavielle (2005) could also be used 

in the automatically selection of nblocks, in which they used a slightly different 

idea to look for the elbow position, focusing only on the first derivative of the 

penalized likelihood statistics with respect to the number of blocks. This 

alternative could save some extra calculations comparing to the first procedure 

and could be used as a stopping rule. However, a user specified threshold for 

the ratio of the decreasing speeds has to be carefully selected in the second 

method. 

Additionally, there is also a possible improvement in the speed for a relatively 

larger dataset in the frequentist approach. Since when trying to find the 

minimum segmentation cost for all possible allocations of n blocks in m series, 

actually not all of them are necessary. Considering that the cost function is the 
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sum of a non-negative increasing function and a non-negative decreasing 

function, it would always increase when introducing a new block in one more 

series. Thus while searching, if the minimum cost of a candidate allocation 

having n-1 block in m series is already larger than the current minimum cost 

obtained with n blocks in m+1 series, there is no need to continue searching 

under this selection of series, which could be considered as setting an upper 

bound for the cost function for each combination of number of blocks and 

number of series, therefore avoiding some unnecessary calculations. These 

could make some difference in the computational time for large datasets. 

Pseudo-code for such an adjustment in the algorithm is given in appendix 7.4. 

So far, not so much work has been done in the development of the Bayesian 

model for vector series with unknown number of change-points. This is 

particularly true that if we also want the Bayesian model to detect simultaneous 

changes in the mean vector. Our piecewise usage of the bcp package gives 

some hints in a possible direction of extending the method to multivariate cases, 

and could also have the possibility to pick up simultaneous changes. 

During the process of treating each sequence separately, we gain information 

about the possible allocation of change-points, and this can be particularly 

important when we believe the changes are simultaneous. Then it is natural to 

think that we should embed such information as prior knowledge for the 

parameter distribution in the processing of the subsequent series. More 

specifically the prior of p, the probability of a change-point after observation i, 

could actually be updated according to the posterior probability of a change for 

the same location in the treated series, which would then be informative instead 

of claiming ignorance of the information gain. But this would cause another 

problem, the prior of p chosen in Barry and Hartigan (1993) is designed to keep 

the formula simple and possible to calculate, and our attempt of adjustment 

would make the analytical form complicated and difficult to implement. Also, 

using some functions of posterior to formulate the prior distribution of p is only 

reasonable if a simultaneous change in the mean vector is suspected. In all, 
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what we need is to be able to give a higher probability for simultaneous 

changes but not making them necessary.  

One possible way to both keep the current well performed Bayesian model and 

benefit from the information gain in the partial treatment, is to formulate a 

hybrid model combining a pre-processing step using the current product 

partition model and a second stage Markov model, which could be similar to 

Chernoff and Zacks (1964), but using the posterior from the first step to 

formulate the prior distribution of p in the second stage. Moreover possibly a 

cross validation like fashion could be used to improve the performance. But 

this would be at the cost of approximately m-1 times of the original 

computational time. Moreover, such a proposal have the additional advantage 

for data with autocorrelation, since the Chernoff and Zacks model design 

effectively takes into account the situation in which the new parameter value 

after a change should be close to the old one, and therefore weakens the 

assumption of independence between different blocks. 
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5 Conclusions 

Finally, from the above evaluations, we could conclude the following, 

l The overall performance regarding the estimated location and size of 

change-points was comparable for the Bayesian and frequentist approach. 

l With the default settings, the Bayesian approach performed better when 

number of change-points was small; whereas the frequentist approach 

became stronger when the change-point proportion increased. 

l Theoretically, the Bayesian approach has a lower computational 

complexity than the frequentist approach, but suitable settings for the 

combined tree and dynamic programming can greatly reduce the processing 

time. 

l The frequentist approach has the advantage of detecting simultaneous 

change-points in vector time series. 

Possible directions of improvement for both approaches have also been 

identified,  

l An automatic selection procedure for the number of blocks could be 

implemented in the frequentist approach, which could also serve as a 

stopping rule.  

l A possible design of the Bayesian model was suggested, which could 

handle vector series containing potential simultaneous changes. 
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7 Appendix 

7.1 Pseudo code for the implemented dynamic programming 
algorithm 

Compute, for each [ ] [ ] [ ])(,1 and ,1,,1 jsssrmj ÎÎÎ , 

 å
Î

-=
jrsTi

ij YYsrjh 2)(),,(  

Where sjrjrjjrs SSST ,1,, ...ÈÈÈ= +  and Y  is the mean of all observations in jrsT  

Initialize: 

1.  )(...,,1,...,,1),,1,()1,,( jsrmjrjhrjc ===  

2.  mqjsjcqC
q

j

...,,1,)1),(,()0,(
1

== å
=

 

Algorithm 1: Compute ( )bsjc ,,  

For s= 1 to s(j) do 

 ( ) ( ) ( )ssjhbsjcbsjc ,,,1,1,, +-=+  

 r=s-1 

 Repeat  

  If ( ) ( ) ( )1,,,1,,, +<++ bsjcsrjhbrjc  then 

  ( ) ( ) ( )srjhbrjcbsjc ,1,,,1,, ++=+  

   rN bbsj =+ ,1,,  

  End if 

  r=r-1 

 Until 0or  )1,,(),1,( =+³+ rbsjcsrjh  

End for 

Algorithm 2: Compute ),( KqC  

For K=0 to Kmax do 

 Compute )1(...,,1),1,,1( ssKsc =+  

 )1),1(,1(),1( += KscKC  

For q=2 to m do 

 )1),(,(),1(),( qsqcKqCKqC +-=  
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 b=1 

 While  )( and qsbKb <£  

  ))1),(,(),1(),,(min(),( ++--= bqsqcbKqCKqCKqC   

  b=b+1 

 End while 

End for 

End for 

Remark1: The algorithm provides information about the minimum cost of a 
segmentation comprising max...,,0 KK = level shifts in m series. The positions of 
the detected change-points are uniquely determined by the end-points of the 
given segments and the computed values of bbsjN ,1,, + . 
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7.2 Time series plots of monthly air temperature data 
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7.3 bcp output in example 3.3 

Top 48 positions with highest posterior probability in bcp output: 

     Year/Month/Posterior probability 
 [1,] 1942  2   0.188    [42,] 1988  3   0.532 
 [2,] 1810  5   0.190    [43,] 1942  5   0.610 
 [3,] 1986  3   0.194    [44,] 1987  1   0.624 
 [4,] 1925 11   0.196    [45,] 1939  4   0.634 
 [5,] 1961  3   0.198    [46,] 1987  2   0.636 
 [6,] 1950  5   0.202    [47,] 1942  4   0.760 
 [7,] 1856  9   0.204    [48,] 2001  9   0.800 
 [8,] 1988  5   0.210 
 [9,] 2004 10   0.212 
[10,] 1993  5   0.214 
[11,] 1993  8   0.220 
[12,] 1801  4   0.224 
[13,] 1939  2   0.226 
[14,] 1941 12   0.226 
[15,] 1836  4   0.226 
[16,] 1921  5   0.240 
[17,] 1999 10   0.240 
[18,] 1997  5   0.250 
[19,] 1954  5   0.258 
[20,] 2006  4   0.260 
[21,] 1942  3   0.266 
[22,] 1955  4   0.268 
[23,] 1818  5   0.268 
[24,] 1999  5   0.274 
[25,] 1998 10   0.276 
[26,] 1953  4   0.284 
[27,] 1828  5   0.300 
[28,] 1954  4   0.308 
[29,] 1987  4   0.314 
[30,] 1999 11   0.316 
[31,] 1998 11   0.346 
[32,] 1953  3   0.348 
[33,] 2001  8   0.358 
[34,] 2006  3   0.376 
[35,] 1927 11   0.378 
[36,] 1987  3   0.418 
[37,] 1942  1   0.462 
[38,] 1987  5   0.470 
[39,] 1988  4   0.472 
[40,] 1939  1   0.480 
[41,] 1939  5   0.524 
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7.4 Pseudo code for the adjusted dynamic programming 
algorithm 

Compute, for each [ ] [ ] [ ])(,1 and ,1,,1 jsssrmj ÎÎÎ , 

 å
Î

-=
jrsTi

ij YYsrjh 2)(),,(  

Where sjrjrjjrs SSST ,1,, ...ÈÈÈ= +  and Y  is the mean of all observations in jrsT  

Initialize: 

1.  )(...,,1,...,,1),,1,()1,,( jsrmjrjhrjc ===  

2.  mqjsjcqC
q

j

...,,1,)1),(,()0,(
1

== å
=

 

Algorithm 1: Compute ),( KqC  

For K=0 to Kmax do 

 Compute )1(...,,1),1,,1( ssKsc =+  

 )1),1(,1(),1( += KscKC  

For q=2 to m do 

 )1),(,(),1(),( qsqcKqCKqC +-=  

 b=1 

 While  ),(),1( and )( and KqCbKqCqsbKb <--<£  

  Compute ))1),(,( +bqsqc  

  ))1),(,(),1(),,(min(),( ++--= bqsqcbKqCKqCKqC   

  b=b+1 

 End while 

End for 

End for 

Algorithm 2: Compute ( )bsjc ,, , only when necessary: 

For s= 1 to s(j) do 

 ( ) ( ) ( )ssjhbsjcbsjc ,,,1,1,, +-=+  

 r=s-1 

 Repeat  

  If ( ) ( ) ( )1,,,1,,, +<++ bsjcsrjhbrjc  then 
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  ( ) ( ) ( )srjhbrjcbsjc ,1,,,1,, ++=+  

   rN bbsj =+ ,1,,  

  End if 

  r=r-1 

 Until 0or  )1,,(),1,( =+³+ rbsjcsrjh  

End for 


